A Pinch of Ethics and a
show's narrative involves developing a branding strategy and a product launch, finally resulting in its temporary placement on Woolworth's shelves, at which point viewers get to 'vote' for their favourite product by buying it in-store or online.
While the show's commercial logic is clearly linked, at least in part, to increasing product sales, as one of only two dominant players in the Australian supermarket sector (the Coles supermarket chain is the other), we argue that Recipe to Riches is primarily about boosting the image of supermarkets in the community. In recent years, supermarkets in Australia have come under attack for their perceived poor treatment of farmers, suppliers and local producers, while questions of animal welfare have resulted in mounting pressure on the two majors to stock more 'ethical' products. At the same time, 'foodie' culture and cooking at home have undergone something of a renaissance, with celebrity chefs like Jamie Oliver (who is highly popular in Australia) encouraging people to cook from scratch rather than eat processed foods, and home grown chef-personalities like Stephanie Alexander and her
Kitchen Garden Foundation teaching a new generation of foodies in schools across
Australia how to grow, harvest and prepare healthy food. This artisanal turn has also occurred against the backdrop of an increasing critical focus on the industrialisation of food in mainstream media. In this context, we argue that Recipe to Riches can be seen as attempting to reconfigure the public image of supermarkets. Describing itself as 'lifting the lid' on supermarket products, the show borrows from the 'behind the scenes' conventions of critical relevatory TV shows and documentaries exposing the (Channel 4 2008) . This paper will discuss the ways in which Recipe to Riches reworks the critical logic of such shows for its own ends by attempting to gloss over the industrial realities behind Woolworth's processed food products and to link supermarket products with the homes, recipes and artisanal cooking skills of ordinary Australians and with the ethical credentials of celebrity chefs. Locating the show within the broader context of heightened mainstream awareness of, and concerns about, how we produce, source and buy our food, we discuss the growing role of shows like Recipe to Riches and non-state actors like supermarkets and celebrity chefs in attempting to intervene in and shape normative discourses and practices around food ethics and politics.
Before discussing Woolworths' strategic use of Recipe to Riches as a vehicle to appropriate and re-figure questions of food production and provenance, the paper provides a broad contextual background to the recent foray of supermarkets into the televisual space. Accordingly, the chapter is structured as follows: it begins by briefly mapping the growing media focus on questions of where our food is sourced and how it is produced. It then outlines the recent media critiques of supermarkets, focusing on contemporary debates in Australia. This is followed by an review of some of the ways supermarkets have attempted to respond to these critiques before moving on to an indepth examination of Recipe to Riches and the way in which it attempts to intervene in, and reshape the terms of, debates around industrialised food production and lengthened commodity chains.
Food Politics on Television
While Recipe to Riches can, on the surface, be read as a show that promotes personal branding and competitive individualism (an analytic frame commonly used to critique reality game shows), our key argument here is that it also does complex cultural labour for supermarkets in the areas of food ethics and politics. This is a theme that has become particularly prominent in Australia, with growing media attention being paid to questions of ethical consumption and the supermarketisation of food chains. In recent years, questions of the ethics and sustainability of food production, sourcing and consumption have become increasingly prominent in wealthy capitalist nations around the world (Barnett et al. 2005a; Coff 2006; Goodman et al. 2010; Lewis and Potter 2011 ). An important factor behind this has been a growing critical interest in the ethics of food production and consumption and an associated critique of agribusiness practices within popular media, publishing and the press. US food writer While critical bestsellers and popular documentaries have contributed to the rise of widespread debates around food issues, perhaps the most influential media player in this space has been television. Over the past ten years, food television and celebrity chefs, particularly in the UK, have played a central role in everyday primetime media coverage of food production and consumption, giving heightened visibility to a range of food issues from animal welfare and health and wellbeing to the impacts of industrialised food production and questions of food sourcing and sustainability. For instance, in the UK, the efforts of programmes such as Jamie Oliver's Jamie's Fowl Dinners and Hugh's Chicken Run, hosted by chef and TV personality Hugh FearnleyWhittingstall, to raise media awareness about the conditions in which chickens are raised commercially for eggs and meat have been linked to significant growth in the numbers of free-range products available in British supermarkets as well as decreased consumer demand for factory-farmed products (Hickman 2008) . Oliver has been especially adept at exploiting the emotional power of the pop doc/reality format in order to foreground a range of social and political issues around food consumption and production. Central themes of the popular UK series Jamie's School Dinners, for instance, included Oliver's often-caustic critiques of commercial food culture and the negative impacts on children of diets dominated by fast and pre-prepared foods.
Jamie's bête noire, the 'turkey twizzler', came under particular criticism, generating so much negative publicity as to be subsequently withdrawn from sale in UK supermarkets (Lewis 2014 ).
Australia has also had something of an 'ethical' turn on food television, though it has not had quite the same broad mainstream exposure as in the UK. Focused mainly on middle class 'foodies', it has primarily manifested itself in the soft, 'lifestyled' subgenre of food tourism or 'Tour-Educative' TV (Strange 1998) In contrast to the everyday experience of food purchasing, preparation and consumption in today's convenience-oriented culture, these shows promulgate an essentially 'slow food' philosophy emphasising local, traditional food sourced and prepared in ways that are connected to the land. The food tourism genre can thus be seen to present a significant counter-discourse to supermarketised foodways and industrial agriculture, inviting viewers to think and buy locally, and to re-connect their own food practices to family, community, and lifestyles that emphasize social ties and connections.
As Lewis argues elsewhere, the lifestyling of cookery shows can also be seen to offer an alternative to processes of culinary "rationalization", from the globalization and industrialization of food production and consumption to the growing scientisation of food and eating as sites of controlled consumption. when fresh produce is included in the calculation (King 2013) . While this situation has been deemed 'workably competitive' following a 2008 investigation by the competition regulator, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC), there has growing public debate about the power of this effective duopoly and the increasing role and impact of globalised agrifood production networks in Australia (see Richards et al. 2012) .
Public concern about supermarket dominance has also intensified in recent years as a result of series of food scandals, each of which received extensive coverage in the Australian press. These include the high profile 'price wars' between Coles and Woolworths over staple items such as bread and milk. On Australia Day, 26 January, in 2011, Coles slashed the price of its private-label milk causing Woolworth and other retailers to follow suit. Cutting milk prices to well below cost placed significant pressure on dairy farmers and processors (Cook 2012) . While the supermarkets emphasised the consumer's sovereign 'right' to low prices and 'choice', the media highlighted the plight of farmers while, at the same time, rumours of anti-competitive behaviour, coercion and bullying of suppliers by the large retailers began to emerge.
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The incident generated unprecedented public interest and put the spotlight on the fraught power relationships between local food producers, suppliers and retailers in a market increasingly dominated by global agri-business and international retail chains.
In May 2011, not long after the 'milk wars' affair was first broken by the media, the ABC's Four Corners programme, a highly regarded long-running weekly current affairs show on Australia's public broadcaster, aired footage of numerous acts of cruelty being inflicted on live Australian cattle exported to Indonesian abattoirs for slaughter (Ferguson 2011) . The subsequent public outcry saw the government announcing, a week later, that it would ban all live cattle exports to Indonesia until sufficient animal welfare standards could be ensured (Zappone 2011) .
While the poor treatment of live meat cattle did not directly impact on Australian supermarkets (they source their fresh meat locally), the substantial media coverage that both these incidents received saw a dramatic increase in the public awareness of issues around food sourcing and 'ethical' produce in Australia. As a result, it is now commonplace for the mainstream media in Australia to run stories related to food production, sourcing and provenance. Given their dominance of the food retail market, it is not surprising that food-related stories are often focused on supermarkets-from articles rating Coles and Woolworths on their claims to strive for sustainable palm oil usage (Davidson 2013 ) to scrutiny of their recent declarations that they are moving towards stocking solely 'free range' eggs and chicken (Fyfe and Millar 2013; Whyte 2013) .
The particularities of the Australian Coles/Woolworths duopoly, combined with the broader critiques of supermarket food that are circulating both domestically and globally, has contributed to declining consumer trust in the major supermarkets (Richards et al. 2011) . A 2012 survey, for example, found that 72% of consumers distrusted Coles and Woolworths (McIntyre 2012). Declining consumer trust has also contributed to the growth in markets for alternative retailing models, such as farmers' markets, organic box schemes, direct online retail, and farm gate sales, which are each seen as offering not only a more direct connection to the source of one's food but a fairer, more equitable, more sustainable relationship between producer and consumer (Guthrie et al. 2006; Fielke and Bardsley 2012) .
In response, supermarkets have sought to re-engage consumer trust and boost their image in the community via a range of strategies, including introducing 'ethical' food lines into their grocery repertoire, making a significant investment in high visibility TV formats such as Recipe to Riches and Masterchef Australia, and mobilising extensive re-branding campaigns. As Lewis and Huber (2015) note, in two 'ethical' branding campaigns recently mounted by Woolworths and Coles, the supermarkets sought to leverage the associations between celebrity chefs, 'good' food and ethical eating by partnering, in the case of Woolworths, with global food icon, Jamie Oliver, and in the case of Coles, with local-chef-made-good, Curtis Stone, as the 'faces' of their ethical campaigns. The 'ethical capital' (Lewis and Huber 2015) of these celebrity chefs was deployed to signify a commitment to issues such as animal welfare (an association strengthened by both supermarkets also linking their brands to key animal welfare groups), and to 'authentic', local and ethical modes of food production as means of re-authenticating the role of supermarkets within the Australian grocery sector.
Woolworths' partnership with Oliver began in October 2013, the announcement of which also coincided with a commitment from the supermarket chain to phase out stocking 'cage' eggs and phase in RSPCA-approved chicken by 2018.
3 In brokering this partnership, Woolworths astutely aligned itself with one of the best-known international advocates for home cooking, healthy cuisine, and the virtues of local and ethical produce. By associating itself with Oliver's trustworthy persona, wholesome family-oriented lifestyle, familiar warmth and bonhomie, Woolworths was able to boost its public image with relatively little labour on behalf of their marketers (Lewis 2010 and also fronted by Stone, which featured idyllic rural imagery and endorsements from the satisfied 'Aussie farmers' who supply to Coles.
Alongside advertising campaigns featuring celebrity chefs, happy chickens and happy farmers, the retail giants have paired these campaigns with a redesign of stores. Coles and Woolworths have adopted in-store design and labelling strategies that seek to replicate a number of the conventions of farmers' market shopping experiences. This has included remodelling store layouts in ways that divide fresh food shopping into separate specialist 'zones' (bakery, butcher, deli), the effect of which is to 'blur…the division between corporatized food retail and a "market place" atmosphere with separate purveyors of different goods' (Keith 2012) . Labels and product packaging in the fresh food sections also increasingly includes QR (Quick Response) codes that enable smartphone users to scan the codes to put a 'face' to the farmer/producer and enjoy virtual 'meet the farmer/producer' experiences. Woolworths' relationship with Recipe to Riches, however, has been described as taking 'sponsor integration and product placement to new levels' (Jackson 2013) .
Woolworths operates as a thoroughgoing editorial collaborator on Recipe to Riches.
The supermarket chain plays a significant role in the decision-making involved in the show, and as well as featuring Woolworths Director of Customer Experience, Jess
Gill, as part of the judging panel, Woolworths also reserves the right to veto contestants during the audition stages of the competition.
Unlike MasterChef Australia and My Kitchen Rules, Recipe to Riches' ratings have been lacklustre overall but the programme has nonetheless been seen as a success for Woolworths (Jackson 2013) . This is because the show has been credited with improving Woolworths' customer loyalty-it has reportedly contributed to both a growth in new customers and a re-engagement of lapsed ones-as well as with generating increased sales and a positive 'halo effect' for other major supermarket brands, including the Woolworths Select range, for which the show has helped boost brand associations of authenticity and quality (Greenblat 2013) . If the aim of Woolworths' involvement with Recipe to Riches was to get more people through its doors and thinking positively not just about the products featured on the television
show but also about supermarket brands more broadly, then it is a model of sponsorship that appears to be working for the supermarket chain. In doing so, Recipe to Riches appropriates and reframes discourses of the alternative food movements that seek to offer a corrective to the alienating forces of contemporary industrial food production by reconnecting consumers with the sources of their food. The show thus conflates the handmade and artisanal with the mass produced in a way that not only (and somewhat paradoxically, given the stated purpose of the show) obscures the real conditions through which supermarket products are produced, but also implicitly shores up Woolworths' ethical credentials.
On Recipe to Riches, supermarket products never emerge from an anonymous production line or are designed primarily with profit in mind; supermarket products are instead carefully crafted and always made with 'love'. Furthermore, Michael Pollan's (2008) concern that supermarkets are today are increasingly filled with 'foodish products' containing ingredients that 'your ancestors simply wouldn't recognise as food' appears to be completely unfounded on Recipe to Riches.
According to the ingredients lists posted on the screen at regular intervals throughout each episode, A.J.'s cookies are made only with butter, brown sugar, chocolate, eggs, plain flour and sour cherries. Similarly, rather than containing a panoply of ingredients that we would not recognise as food, Michael Cainero's sausages, the product that ultimately won the competition, are listed as containing only pork mince, dried apple, apple purée and cinnamon.
As a result, many of the criticisms and concerns about processed foods-that we discussions of the manufacturing process during the series finale, it would easy to assume that mass-produced supermarket products are made in essentially the same way and using the same ingredients as home-cooked recipes.
This is because the purpose of providing details about the manufacture of Recipe to
Riches' products is less to offer viewers real insight into the food production process and more to reinforce a single core message about the lengths Woolworths went to faithfully replicate the taste, quality and integrity of contestants' original homeproduced recipes. For instance, the finale introduces the different factories and food manufacturing companies that produced the products, as well as discussing the various challenges and difficulties involved in bringing each product to market primarily in order to outline the obstacles that were overcome to preserve the 'homemade' qualities of each contestant's product. When A.J.'s original cookie dough recipe was found to be too soft to pass through the mechanised cookie cutter, the dough was chilled to a colder temperature to produce a firmer texture. When
Michael's sausages were discovered to only have a shelf life of 14 days, factories on both the east and west coasts of Australia were contracted to produce them so that they could be distributed more quickly to Woolworths stores across the country.
When factory machinery was unable to replicate the techniques used to produce Sahar Awdi's date cake (Sahar would prick each cake all over with a fork to enable the toffee sauce to soak into the crumb), a new tool was custom-designed to allow factory staff to spike each cake by hand. The result is an heroic narrative about Woolworths' commitment to maintaining product authenticity. she said, 'because I expected the taste to be so different from what I cooked. I was just over the moon that it still had that French puff about it and it just tasted like a good hearty sausage roll' (series 2, episode 8).
Perhaps in response to criticisms from last years' contestants that they were not consulted about (nor were they happy with) modifications made to their original recipes during the manufacturing stage, the finale was at pains to emphasise the 'collaborative' relationship between Woolworths and the Recipe to Riches contestants in the production of their recipes. For example, when it was discovered that the navy and pinto beans used in Ricardo Escalon's original recipe for Latin beans did not hold their shape well during the cooking and reheating processes, these were substituted with navy, borlotti and kidney beans. Ricardo was not only consulted on all alterations, he also felt that the modified recipe resulted in the 'best Latin beans' he had tasted. When A.J.'s cookie dough was modified to accommodate the production machinery, the finished product was returned not only to the Woolworths' Sensory Kitchen for a final taste test, but also to A.J. herself: as judge Carolyn Creswell put it, 'once all the boxes were ticked and the contestants were happy with the quality, the product was ready to go' (series 2, episode 8).
This image of Woolworths as a benevolent collaborator working with contestants to protect the integrity of their product whatever the 'lengths' and 'effort' required provides a counterpoint to criticisms of Woolworths' treatment of farmers and suppliers. The negative news coverage of supermarkets' exploitation of their asymmetrical power relationships with suppliers is instead contrasted with images of food manufacturers delighted to manufacture products to the tight deadlines and narrow specifications required and contestants who are, without exception, pleased with the final result. While this perhaps reflects the particularities of the products designed for the Recipe to Riches show-attempting to replicate home recipes by any means tends not to be part of the usual practices of product development-it is also implied that the efforts made for the Recipe to Riches contestants are typical of Woolworths' practices more generally and were not unique to the products created for the show. As Woolworths Director of Customer Experience, Jess Gill says at the commencement of the finale, 'I'm really, really excited tonight, because everybody will be able to see the effort that goes to bringing our products to our shelves'-not just 'these particular products' but 'our products' more broadly (series 2, episode 8).
This works to obfuscate the fact that the Recipe to Riches products are not typical of the foods normally sold within, and manufactured for, supermarkets. Creswell alluded to this during the series two finale when she gushed that Sahar's date cake was 'restaurant quality' and so 'to get something like that from the supermarket is unbelievable': its quality was achieved precisely because it did not obey the usual 'rules' of supermarket food production. Its manufacture was time consuming and laborious and, like most of the products associated with the show, its price was comparatively high for a supermarket item. Without the promotional vehicle of a television show, it is unlikely that it would be viable as a supermarket product, thus contradicting the very foundations of the show itself.
Placing Supermarkets
Supermarkets have been viewed as 'non-places'-generic spaces with little sense of connection to or engagement with social and community life (Auge 1995). As food retailers, they also offer an experience of food that is disconnected from seasonality and the realities of local farming, where 'fresh' produce is available all year regardless of fluctuations in weather or the ability of local farmers to deliver consistent product in volume. And yet shopping at the supermarket is also a local experience, with outlets typically being 'around the corner' or 'down the road', employing local people and impacting communities in a variety of ways (see Dixon and Isaacs 2013; Humphery 2008) . One of the functions of both supermarkets' celebrity chef-driven campaigns and media-based re-branding exercises has been to attempt to re-integrate the local back into the supermarket, to emplace and 'story' food, ironically often borrowing from the conventions of artisanal and alternative food discourses.
In a much-quoted article, David Goodman (2003) 
Conclusion: Bringing Home the (Ethical) Bacon
As argued in this chapter, in recent years mainstream media have targeted a range of broad political and ethical issues in relation to industrial food production, the health impacts of processed foods, the treatment of livestock, the plight of farmers and the environmental impact of agri-business practices. Consumers have become increasingly concerned about the growing length and complexity of food chains so it is perhaps no surprise that modes of food television that not only seek to expose the realities behind food production but that also re-connect us to the provenance of food 2013a) . A critical appraisal of the ACCC's efficacy in dealing with concerns around Australia's supermarket duopoly and the concentration of power in the sector can be found in Richards et al. (2012) . 3 The RSPCA is the Royal Society for the Protection of Cruelty to Animals. The US equivalent is the ASPCA.
4 From the opening titles of River Cottage -Spring (2008) . 5 The term greenwashing refers to when organisations that are not particularly environmentally sound nevertheless invest considerable time and effort in promoting the perception that their policies, products and practices are 'green'. The concept of corporate social responsibility, or corporate citizenship, refers to the notion that corporations have responsibility not only for the economic consequences of their activities, but also for potential social and environmental impacts.
